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Abstract: In this work, a system for solving handwritten Arabic word recognition is proposed. The aim is focused on holistic
word recognition, which is devoted to recognize averaged size lexicons by using a single classifier. Presently, we investigate
the applicability of the Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) to achieve the recognition task. For the feature
generation step, ridgelet transform and pixel density features are combined to highlight both linear singularities and
topological traits of Arabic words. Experiments are conducted on a vocabulary of twenty-four words extracted from the
IFN/ENIT dataset. The results show that feature combination improves the recognition accuracy with more than 1%. The
comparison with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier highlights the effectiveness of AIRS. This latter achieves
comparable and sometimes better performance than SVM and can be extended to recognize any number of classes.
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1. Introduction
Word recognition is known as one of the most
challenging tasks of handwriting analysis. In addition
to be very sensitive to the writer properties, words are
fairly complex patterns which suffer from the great
variability in the writing style. Also, datasets are
collected from real-life handwritten documents such as
checks, forms, official contracts, mail envelopes, etc.
For that reason, they are characterized by multi-script
aspect as well as different writing conditions and tools.
Specifically, there are two approaches for handwritten
word recognition [22, 30]. The first approach, called
analytical, employs the segmentation into sub-words or
isolated characters. Then, words are recognized
through character recognition. The analytical
recognition is useful for problems with very large
vocabulary where it becomes impossible to refer each
word to a class of interest. However, it constructs a
specific classifier for each word. The second approach
is based on global or holistic analysis in which, words
are considered as a single unit. In the present work, we
are interested in the holistic approach, which is
appropriate for problems with medium and small
vocabulary such as address and literal amount
recognition in bank checks [15, 22]. From a processing
point of view, the main advantage of this approach is
that it captures all-co articulation and variability effects
into word images that are handled by the same
classifier [35].
Recall that advances in handwritten word
recognition are due to the use of robust artificial
intelligence methods such as Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), artificial neural networks and Support Vector

Machines (SVMs) [15, 22, 35]. Specifically, HMM are
employed in the analytical approach for solving very
large vocabulary problems. For medium vocabulary
cases based on the holistic approach, all classifiers can
be used. Precisely, research works reveal that SVMs
provide the best performance [17, 19]. Several types of
features were used to deal with the high variability
within words. Note for instance, shape features such as
contours, and edges; structural features such as
ascenders, and loops, as well as statistical transforms
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
wavelets [10, 14, 16, 22]. Despite this, word
recognition still remains a challenging recognition
problem. In fact, it is very difficult to find optimal
features since the complexity is related to the number
of classes and the language specificities.
The present work is focused on Arabic language,
which is substantially different from other languages.
Specifically, Arabic script is semi-cursive because a
word can include many cursive sub-words or
connected-components [10]. In addition to dots, there
are several diacritical marking such as dumma (’),
hamza ()ء, or madda (~). Moreover, a letter can take
several shapes according to its position within the word
[6, 30]. As example, the letter “Aïn”, can be written
through four shapes that are: “  ع، ﻊ، ﻌ،”ﻋ. Also, some
letters such as “djim: ”ج, “ha:  ”حand “kha: ”خ, differ
only in dots number and take exactly the same shape.
Because of these characteristics, structural features that
are computed on skeletons of connected components
such as the number of loops and concavities
constituted the conventional features for Arabic writing
[15]. Roughly, research works in this field are based on
methods that were already used for English and French
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word recognition. Thereby, HMM were extensively
used especially for problems with very large
vocabulary [1, 6, 12, 15, 22, 29]. For average lexicon
applications, a single classifier is used to perform the
recognition task. Thereby, artificial neural networks
and SVMs classifiers were extensively employed over
the past years [10]. Nevertheless, the classifier
accuracy is class-dependent, which lets the holistic
word recognition an ongoing research issue. In order to
obtain some improvement, various works employed
classifier combination [15].
Despite this, classifier accuracies obtained for
average number of words is significantly smaller than
the human performance. Therefore, a robust
recognition can be achieved by involving new
classification schemes.
In this paper, we investigate the applicability of
Artificial Immune Recognition System (AIRS) for
solving handwritten Arabic word recognition. AIRS is
a bio-inspired classification algorithm, which was
introduced by Watkins et al. [36, 37]. First,
applications of this algorithm were designed for
solving binary pattern recognition problems such as
thyroid diagnosis [23] and fault detection [24]. Then
after, AIRS were extended for some multiclass
problems such as classification of remotely sensed
images [39]. Recently, some research works attempted
to use the artificial immune system for solving
handwriting recognition tasks. For instance, we note
handwritten Russian uppercase letter recognition [38],
English letter recognition [25] and handwritten
character recognition [13]. Presently, AIRS is used for
solving handwritten Arabic word recognition.
The remain of this paper is arranged as follows:
Section 2 gives a brief review of the related works on
Arabic word recognition. Section 3 describes the
proposed recognition system while experimental
results are presented and discussed in section 4. The
last section gives the conclusion of this work.

2. Related Works
Researches on Arabic language started in the sixteen of
the last century. However, Arabic word recognition
systems emerged at the end of the eighteen.
Specifically, Al Muallim and Yamagushi [5] proposed
the first Arabic word recognizer. From this work,
various systems have been proposed; but they were all
tested on a private datasets, which prevents comparison
between them. This changed in 2002 when the first
volume of IFN/ENIT dataset was introduced [4].
Abuhaiba et al. [3] proposed the first Arabic word
recognition system using this dataset. The system
proceeds by segmentation into sub-words or connected
components which are then, represented by direct
straight-line approximation. Then, after a large number
of recognition systems were developed using the
different versions of this dataset. Most of them were
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developed using HMM classifiers and various
structural, statistical and topological features [2, 8, 9,
22, 29, 31, 32, 34]. An interesting overview on HMMbased Arabic word recognition was introduced by
Srihari and Ball in [32]. In the holistic approach, that is
adequate for medium sized number of classes, several
classifiers can achieve segmentation-free recognition.
Recall that such approach includes all methods that
consider each word image as single entity upon, which
features are extracted. Broumandnia et al. [10]
investigated the use of wavelet packets and neural
networks for solving Arabic word classification with
16 classes. On the other hand, Farah et al. [15]
proposed a system for Arabic literal amount
recognition in bank checks. Authors showed that it is
necessary to proceed through classifier combination to
enhance the results of K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN)
and the artificial neural network. Recently, in many
pattern recognition applications with medium sized
number of classes, SVMs provided higher performance
than artificial neural networks and HMM [17, 19].
Besides, several works investigated the use of SVM for
Arabic word recognition. Alalshekmubarak et al. [4],
SVM was developed to recognize a lexicon of 24
classes using grid features. Furthermore, in [21] SVM
were used with Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and
PCA transforms to recognize a lexicon of 7 classes.
Also, in [26] SVM were used with the Ridgelet
transform. Unfortunately, recognition scores of these
systems are altered by the complexity of Arabic
language. Moreover, the holistic recognition approach
is lexicon dependent since a single classifier should be
developed to recognize several words. In this case, the
recognition accuracy decreases when the lexicon size
increases. Thereby, research efforts are devoted to
develop more robust classifiers and feature
characterization schemes. Presently, we investigate the
applicability of AIRS for Arabic word recognition. The
AIRS was introduced by Watkins [36] specifically for
solving pattern recognition problems. In contrast to
SVM, which needs a specific multi-class
implementation, the AIRS can be used to solve any
number of classes since it consists of developing a
Memory Cells (MC) population that is used to classify
data according to a K-NN rule. Moreover, compared to
other learning machines, the AIRS is very simple to
implement because data training is a one shot
analytical process. Therefore, in this work AIRS are
applied and investigated comparatively to solve
handwritten Arabic word recognition for problems
with medium lexicons.

3. Proposed System
This section describes the proposed Arabic word
recognition system that is composed of feature
generation and classification modules.
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3.1. Feature Generation
For feature generation, statistical and topological
features are used to characterize words. As reported in
Figure 1, for statistical features the uniform grid with
pixel densities is used. The grid is obtained by
partitioning word images into a fixed number of
regions (i.e., cells) with the same size [28]. Then, each
cell is substituted by its pixel density, which yields a
feature vector that contains NR components (NR: Is the
number of cells in the word image). Statistical features
are obtained using the Ridgelet transform that is used
to highlight linear singularities within images. This is
carried out by performing wavelet decomposition after
the computation of radon transforms [11]. Presently,
digital Ridgelet features are computed as follows:
1. Normalizing signature images to the same size
(200×200 pixels).

2. Compute the approximate radon transform which is
generally, described in general by:
(1)
Where δ: Dirac distribution, θ: Angular variable, r:
Radial variable.
The discrete radon transform for images is
computed by using the FFT a follows:
• Compute the 2D FFT of the image.
• Cartesian to polar conversion.
• Compute the 1D inverse FFT on each angular line.
Ridgelet features are obtained by applying 1D Wavelet
(1DW) transform along the radial variable in the radon
space [11]. Figure 2 shows the radon as well as the
Ridgelet transform for a handwritten Arabic word. The
wavelet is computed for 3 decomposition levels, which
yields the approximation coefficient and three details.

(5×10 cells)
50 Features

Feature
Vector
Normalization

Radon

200×200 Pixels
200 Pixels

32 Angular
Directions

Ridgelet
Apply 1DW on
Each Radon Slice

Figure 1. Feature generation for Arabic words.

Figure 2. Illustration of ridgelet features for a training sample.

Recall that the Ridgelet transform has been
successfully used in various image processing
applications such as texture classification [7], face
recognition [20], and printed Chinese character
recognition [11]. Unfortunately, there are no references
on the use of Ridgelet transform for handwriting
recognition but similar transforms such as the Curvelet
transform have been employed for handwritten Bangla
character recognition [4]. Also, the Ridgelet transform
was used in handwritten signature verification [27].
Presently, it is used for improving handwritten Arabic
word recognition with medium lexicon.

3.2. Artificial Immune Recognition System
Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) are inspired from the
natural immune system that employs B cells in the

production and secretion of antibodies, which are
specific proteins that bind to the antigen [33]. As other
bio-inspired methods such as artificial neural networks
and genetic algorithms, AIS emerged in 1990s.
However, they started to gain a real success in pattern
classification field in the last recent years. This is due
to the AIRS, which adapted the AIS to multiclass
pattern recognition and classification [36].
Roughly, in the AIRS (and most AIS techniques)
the idea of antigen/antibody binding is employed and is
known as antigenic presentation [33]. When dealing
with learning algorithms, this is used to implement the
idea of matching between training data (antigens) and
potential solutions (B-Cells). Once the affinity between
a B-Cell and an antigen has been determined, the BCell involved transforms into a plasma cell and
experiences clonal expansion. During the process of
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clonal expansion, the B-Cell undergoes rapid
proliferation (cloning) in proportion to how well it
matches the antigen [36]. The clonal expansion and
affinity maturation are employed to encourage the
generation of potential MC. These MC are later used
for classification. Specifically, the AIRS training is
composed of the following steps.
1. Initialization: In this step data are normalized such
that Euclidian distance scales in the range [0, 1].
Then, an Affinity Threshold (AT) is computed
according to the following equation:
n

n

∑ ∑
AT =

i =1 j = i +1

affinity ( ag i ,ag j
n ( n - 1) 2

)
(2)

Where agi: ith antigen which is the feature vector of a
training sample, affinity: Euclidian distance, n: number
of antigens (training data).
The initialization step is achieved by seeding of
initial MC and initial ARB population. In other words,
for each class of interest, some training samples are
randomly selected to be used as prototypes of their
classes. These selected samples are called antibodies or
established MC.
1. Training process: The training of each datum
(antigen: agi) is performed as follows:
• MC-Match Selection: The MC-Match is the MC,
which has the highest stimulation to this antigen.
The stimulation “ST” is defined as:
ST ( ag i , MC ) = 1 - ED ( ag i ,MC )
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population. In the opposite case, MC-Candidate
is added while keeping MC-Match.
3. Classification step: Once the training stage is
finished, test samples are classified according to a
K-NN decision computed with respect to the MC
population. For further details on AIRS, reader can
be referred to [35, 36].

4. Experimental Analysis
The proposed recognition system was evaluated on
samples extracted from the well-known IFN/ENIT
database [18]. This dataset contains 26400 images of
Tunisian town names. Words are written by more than
411 scripts using different writing tools. To construct a
medium sized vocabulary, we collected 24 words
corresponding to 24 classes of interest grouping names
with the largest appearance frequencies. The selected
dataset has several particularities, which make its
training a challenging task. As shown in Table 1, some
words differ only in one letter. For instance, classes 9
and 10 differ in the fourth letter as well as classes 11
and 12 that differ in the first letter). In addition, some
samples of classes 7 and 14 are composed of a word
and digits while those of the classes 13, 15 and 16 are
composed of two independent words. Besides, data
contain high variability in size and in the intra-word
space.
Table 1. Selected word classes.
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class 6

Class 7

Class 8

Class 9

Class 10

Class 11

Class 12

Class 13

Class 14

Class 15

Class 16

Class 17

Class 18

Class 19

Class 20

Class 21

Class 22

Class 23

Class 24

(3)

Where ED: Euclidian distance.
• Clonal expansion: In this step, MC-Match is
used to generate a set of randomly mutated
clones.
• Resources competition: Generated clones
undergo a competition based on their
stimulations with respect to the current training
sample. According to the number of allowed
resources by the algorithm, clones which have
small stimulations are removed.
• MC-Candidate selection: After resources
competition, among the remaining clones, the
one which has the highest stimulation to the
current antigen will be selected as a potential
memory cell. This clone is called MC-Candidate.
• MC set introduction: in this step, MC-Candidate
is compared to MC-Match based on their
stimulations with respect to the current antigen.
If MC-Match has a highest stimulation, the MCCandidate is unknown and the training process
jumps to the next antigen. Otherwise, the
stimulation between MC-Candidate and MCMatch is computed. If they are too much similar
MC-Candidate replaces MC-Match in the MC

Presently, the experimental design of the proposed
Arabic word recognizer is two folds. The first consists
of finding the optimal parameter selection for Ridgelet
features. The second step concerns parameter
optimization and performance assessment for the AIRS
algorithm.
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4.1. Feature Optimization
Parameter selection for data features was investigated
using SVM classifiers. The SVM implementation is
based on the one-against-all approach with the radial
basis function kernel. SVM parameters (The kernel
standard deviation and the regularization parameter)
were selected based on cross-validation upon training
samples. Recall that the Ridgelet transform is obtained
by applying the 1DW decomposition on the discrete
radon features. Thereby, it employs several setup
parameters, which require an experimental tuning. We
note in particular, the radon matrix size and the
wavelet parameters. So, in first test, the influence of
radon matrix size, which is controlled by the number of
angular directions θ and radial projections r was
evaluated.
Roughly, θ varies in the range [0°, 180°] while r is
designated by the size of images (it corresponds to the
longest axis within the word image). Therefore, in
order to obtain the same size for all data, images were
normalized into square matrix of 200×200 pixels.
Recognition rate variations according to the size of
radon matrix are plotted in Figure 3. It is easy to see
that the matrix of 32×32 components makes the best
trade-off between recognition accuracy (83.5%) and
the size of the Ridgelet vector which has in this case,
1024 components. It is worth noting that a large radon
matrix yields a very large Ridgelet feature vector and
the corresponding recognition rate is weak.
Recognition Rate (%)

84,0
83,5
83,0
82,5
82,0

“Daubechies 1” wavelet, the Ridgelet transform keeps
approximately the same performance. This supplied
1024 Ridgelet features among, which there are 512
approximation features. Furthermore, experimental
results showed that when switching between
approximation and details, the recognition rate varies
significantly. As shown in Figure 4, if we consider
only the approximation, the recognition accuracy is
altered to 70% while details allow a recognition rate of
83.5%. This means that details allow the same
recognition rate as the whole wavelet vector
(approximation and all details). Thereby, details
coefficients were selected to generate word features
since they make the best tradeoff between the
recognition accuracy and the feature size, which has
512 components.
86
84

Recognition Rate (%)
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82
80
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
Approximat ion

Det ails

Bot h

Ridgelet coefficient s

Figure 4. Recognition rate for different selections of the Ridgelet
coefficients.

Finally, the feature vector of handwritten words is
composed of 50 grid features that are concatenated
with 512 detail coefficients of the Ridgelet transform.
Then, the remaining tests were devoted to optimize
parameter selection for the AIRS algorithm.
4.2. AIRS for Arabic Word Recognition

81,5
16

32

48

64

80

96

112 128

Ra don ma tri x s i ze

Figure 3. Ridgelet recognition rates obtained for various sizes of
the radon matrix.

Once radon’s parameters selected, the next step to
obtain Ridgelet coefficients is the wavelet
decomposition. The wavelet requires several setup
choices such as the wavelet function, the number of
decomposition levels and the selection of
approximation or details coefficients. Therefore,
several tests were performed to find the optimal
selection. Here, for space consideration, we present the
most significant tests. Note that, after each
decomposition level, we obtain an approximation and a
detail coefficient. Besides, the number of possible
decomposition levels depends on the initial size of
radon matrix. In fact, for a matrix of 32×32
components the number of decomposition levels can
go to 5. Nevertheless, the recognition rate assessment
showed that after the 3rd decomposition level of

The adopted AIRS has several setup parameters, which
should be experimentally tuned. Note that there is no
theoretical rule to be followed when selecting these
parameters. For that reason, several run-passes were
performed to find the best value for each of them.
Specifically, in the AIRS implementation, the
following parameters should be experimentally tuned:
• Stimulation Threshold: Used as stopping criteria for
the training process. It scales in the range [0, 1].
• Resources Number: An integer that expresses the
total importance of all mutated clones.
• Hyper mutation Rate and Mutation Rate: Used to
express the mutation probability of each component
in the feature vector.
• Affinity Threshold: Corresponds to the global
similarity between all training data. It is used in the
comparison between MC-Candidate and MC-Match.
• Clonal Rate: An integer which controls the number
of generated clones.
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300

1

2

3

Value
0.92
150
0.01
0.1
0.5
150
1

SVMs

300

Furthermore, Figure 6-a lots variations of the
recognition rate according to resources number. It
reveals that up to 150, the recognition rate increases
from 72.3% to 84.8%. Nevertheless, higher values
(larger than 150) alter the AIRS performance. It is
worth noting that the increase of this parameter means
that we keep more mutated clones among which the
MC-Candidate is selected. Thereby, after resources
competition, it is important to keep sufficiently large
population to allow an adequate selection of MCCandidate. Furthermore, Figure 6-b shows that the
recognition accuracy is substantially altered when the
K-NN rule takes more than one neighbor.

0

Table 2. Parameter selection for AIRS.

Table 3. Performance evaluation for handwritten Arabic word
recognition.

Figure 5. AIRS performance according to the clonal rate variations.

86
84
82
80
78
76
74
72
70

exhibits high similarity to a specific memory cell of a
given class but its average similarity to all MC of this
class is much smaller.
Finally, the performance assessment of AIRS was
carried out using the parameter selection that is
reported in Table 2. The AIRS was compared to SVM
based on recognition rates and runtime. For time
assessment, we consider the training duration and the
recognition speed that is defined by the number of
recognized samples per second. For SVM, the couple
(σ=5, C=10) was obtained through cross-validation
over the training set. Table 3 summarizes results
obtained for both SVM and AIRS. The recognition rate
was evaluated by considering grid and Ridgelet
features individually and then by considering their
combination.
AIRS parameter
Stimulation Threshold
Resources Number
Mutation Rate
Hypermutation rate
Affinity Threshold Scalar
Clonal Rate
Number of Neighbors in K-NN

Runtime (Hours)

Recognition Rate (%)

Experiments performed by varying these parameters
showed that only the clonal rate, resources number as
well as the K value in the K-NN decision have a
significant effect on the recognition accuracy. Thereby,
in what follows the AIRS behavior is analyzed
according to these parameters.
The clonal rate influence was investigated by
considering values between 1 through 300. From
Figure 5 we can see the compromise between the
runtime and the recognition performance. Specifically,
small clonal rates produce few cloned samples, which
are not sufficient to describe the variability within
word classes. This leads to low recognition scores with
a fast training duration. On the contrary, larger values
induce a large training time and better recognition
accuracy. More precisely, the best recognition rate that
is about 85% is achieved with a clonal rate that equals
150.
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4

5

Number of nei ghbors

b) According to the number of neighbors in KNN rule.

Figure 6. Recognition rate variations.

From 1 to 5 neighbors, about 7% are lost in the
recognition accuracy. This outcome can be explained
by the fact that the intra-class variability is very high
where each new memory cell describes a specific part
of this variability. Consequently, each test sample

Recognition Rate (%)
Training Time (Hours)
Recognition Speed

83.1
0.01
125.2

83.9
0.2
46.3

84.3
0.25
67.8

AIRS
Recognition Rate (%)
Training Time (Hours)
Recognition Speed

Zoning Ridgelet Both
84.5
79.8
85,2
3.5
7.6
9.8
252
56.4
71.2

As can be seen, the SVM classifier provides almost
similar performance with both topological (grid
features) and statistical features (Ridgelet transform).
For this reason, when considering the combination, the
recognition improvement is about 0.5%. On the
contrary, the AIRS achieve its best accuracy with grid
features. However, with Ridgelet transform the
recognition accuracy is less than 80%. This outcome
can be explained by the lack of suitability between
Euclidian distance that is used in affinity and
stimulation computation and Ridgelet values which
belong in the range [-1, 1]. This issue was
circumvented by the combination with grid features.
Thereby, the AIRS outperform SVM with
approximately 1% in the overall recognition rate.
Furthermore, as expected the runtime evaluation
reveals that SVM is much faster than AIRS. In fact, the
training time of AIRS grows with the clonal rate
parameter as well as with the size of data which make
the mutated clones generation a time consuming task.
Nevertheless, this is not considered as drawback since
both classifiers have approximately the same
recognition speed, which is the most important factor.
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We remark that both classifiers have approximately the
same recognition speed with all features. This outcome
reveals that in real time recognition the AIRS can be as
fast as SVM.

[5]

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a system for handwritten
Arabic word recognition that is devoted for solving
medium vocabulary recognition problems. In this
system, the applicability of the AIRS was investigated
while data features were obtained by combining
topological grid features with the Ridgelet transform.
Experimental protocol was composed of words
extracted from the well-known IFN-ENIT dataset. The
performance evaluation of AIRS was conducted
comparatively to the SVM classifier. From all
experiments, we conclude that AIRS is suitable for
solving medium vocabulary Arabic word recognition.
This classifier outperforms SVM in terms of
recognition accuracy but it requires a larger training
time. Also, it has been shown that despite of using
several set-up parameters, only the clonal rate and the
resources number require a careful selection to achieve
a satisfactory performance. On the other hand, the
results obtained for grid and Ridgelet features reveal
that AIRS is more adapted with data that scale in the
range [0, 1]. This behavior reflects limitations of the
Euclidian distance, which is used in affinity and
stimulation measures. Consequently, higher precision
could be obtained when substituting the Euclidian
distance by more powerful metric. Another idea that
could be fruitful to bring more robustness into AIRS
decision consists of replacing the K-NN rule by a
trained decision function.

[6]
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